Your home is your sanctuary, a calming space where you relax with family and friends. And your bath should be just as restful—a private retreat to enjoy a little solitude and be refreshed in the midst of your day. With Bath Sanctuary by Yorktowne, creating your own personal spa is effortless.

Our six distinctive collections combine the charm of elegant furniture with the effortless flexibility of cabinetry. Whether you dream of a rustic, nature-inspired hideaway or a sleek, modern oasis, Bath Sanctuary has what you need to bring your vision to life.

Come with us on a creative journey set against the backdrop of great American homes. Your masterpiece is right around the corner!
After a lively tennis match with friends or a sailing excursion on your favorite lake, the quiet of home is a welcome comfort. The Estate Collection brings the peaceful elegance of a stately home to your bath.
TIMELESS BEAUTY

Estate’s profiled molding and valance are the perfect complement to beautiful architectural elements in the home, like the ornate crown molding in this space.

THIS SANCTUARY: Rochelle Flat Panel maple Sea Salt Classic I A. Glacier Glass Insert and Glass Shelves I B. Deluxe End
Freshen up before your dinner party in a space designed to rejuvenate. Refined details and soothing style will lift your spirits, so you’re ready to greet your guests with that signature smile.

ORNATE DETAILS, CLASSIC LUXE

Glass door inserts and shelves in the linen cabinets add shine to the space. We also added deluxe ends to all the cabinets to mirror the beautiful details of the door style and give them a more custom look.
TAILORED TO YOUR SPACE

Every home is unique, but Estate’s artistic **profiled top molding** and **arched toe kick valance** embellish any bath with classic distinction.

SELECT YOUR CONFIGURATION.

Whether you opt for the simplicity of a **single sink base** or the elegance of **double drawer stacks**, Estate brings your bath timeless refinement.

SELECT YOUR STYLE.

Choose from 35 of our most popular **inset** and **full overlay door styles** in a multitude of wood and finish combinations. Here’s just a few of the possibilities: see your Yorktowne designer for all options.
We give you a variety of options to create a furniture piece that is uniquely yours. Here are some ways we paired different configurations to achieve one-of-a-kind looks.

CLASSIC TRADITIONAL

A rich finish gives this vanity earthy dimension.

WEATHERED CHARM

Our Peppered Appaloosa finish gives authentic character with its hand-applied distressing.

This understated flat panel door gives this cabinet casual appeal.

Sleek handles keep this look simple and transitional.

FULL OVERLAY DOOR: Mallory Reverse Raised Panel cherry Peppered Appaloosa HARDWARE: HW-29202-ORB

INSET DOOR: Brentford cherry Eagle Rock Sable Glaze and Highlight HARDWARE: HW-1300-ORB

We love the elegant details of this traditional raised panel door.

Oil-rubbed bronze hardware is an understated classic.
Warm sunlight streaming through the window and a glass of fresh-squeezed orange juice in your hand start your weekend off right. The Bungalow Collection brings red-carpet luxe and laid-back California glamour to your bath, so you’ll feel refreshed and energized all day long.
CLASSIC GLAMOUR

We integrated a full-length mirror right into the linen cabinet door so you can make sure your look is just right. A sparkling chandelier and reflective tiles give the room a little extra glitz.

THIS SANCTUARY: Roma Raised Panel maple Earl Grey Classic I A. Standard Mirror Decorative Insert I B. Drawer Organizer Tray
Whether you’re getting ready for a poolside brunch with friends or a swanky gala, the party starts with a glamorous place to primp.

SHOWCASE SPLURGES, ORGANIZE ESSENTIALS

With its open shelf, there’s plenty of space to show off your cushy Turkish towels and your favorite rosewater soap.

Perfect fit drawer organizers keep your beauty tools and bath products neat and tidy.
TAILORED TO YOUR SPACE

Each piece includes finished ends and your choice of three options for a vanity base shelf (plain, slatted, or no shelf at all) and three choices for decorative legs (turned, tapered, or straight).

SELECT YOUR CONFIGURATION

Bungalow opens up a world of style possibilities to express your personal flair, whether you’re looking for an ornate double vanity with traditional furniture legs or a simple single sink option with straight legs and a slatted shelf.

SELECT YOUR STYLE

Choose from 35 of our most popular inset and full overlay door styles in a multitude of wood and finish combinations. Here’s just a few of the possibilities: see your Yorktowne designer for all options.
We give you a variety of options to create a furniture piece that is uniquely yours. Here are some ways we paired different configurations to achieve one-of-a-kind looks.

**REFINED RUSTIC**
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The timeworn look of the Cappuccino finish adds softness.

Traditional hardware underscores the heirloom look of this vanity.

**FULL OVERLAY DOOR: Colby Reverse Raised cherry**

Cappuccino Burnt Sienna Glaze and Highlight

**HARDWARE:** HW-55220-ORB

We love how the beautiful details of the Colby door complement the vanity’s simple, straight legs.

**FARMHOUSE CHIC**
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A striking X-mullion grid catches the eye.

Creamy white paint keeps this look warm and light.

**INSET DOOR: Amory maple**

Irish Crème Classic

**HARDWARE:** HW-553710-GPH

No-nonsense hardware paired with the Amory door adds a light industrial touch.
Enjoying a cozy cup of hot cocoa surrounded by nature’s glory is the perfect end to an adventurous winter day. The Chalet Collection brings the relaxed beauty of a forest hideaway to your space every day of the year.
RUSTIC SIMPLICITY
We brought the beauty of the outdoors inside with our distressed Buckskin Appaloosa finish paired with textured stone tile.

THIS SANCTUARY: Oslo (inset) knotty alder Buckskin Appaloosa | A. Floating Shelves | B. Drawer Organizer Tray | C. Sink Caddy
After a day exploring natural wonders, come home to the comfort of tried-and-true style with beautiful simplicity.

**A HOME FOR EVERYTHING**

Plentiful drawers and an integrated pull-out sink base organizer give you a place for everything. Floating shelves give you a place to store your bath essentials and showcase photos of your favorite hiking spot.
TAILORED TO YOUR SPACE

Fully enclosed base molding, decorative top molding and flushed finished ends give your space effortless chic.

SELECT YOUR CONFIGURATION

Chalet’s configuration options make room for all your bathroom essentials, whether you need lots of drawer space or simply a single vanity with plenty of under-sink storage.

SELECT YOUR STYLE

Choose from 35 of our most popular inset and full overlay door styles in a multitude of wood and finish combinations. Here’s just a few of the possibilities: see your Yorktowne designer for all options.
We give you a variety of options to create a furniture piece that is uniquely yours. Here are some ways we paired different configurations to achieve one-of-a-kind looks.

**SUBTLE AND STYLISH**

We gave this vanity soft sophistication with an on-trend warm gray paint.

**COOL SERENITY**

Classic bright white paint adds a crisp feel.

INSET DOOR: Baxter maple White Icing Classic Hardware: HW-53003-G10

Beaded center panels give this cabinet both texture and clean lines.

Sleek silver handles keep the look cool and calming.

FULL OVERLAY DOOR: Brockton Reverse Raised maple Frappe Classic Hardware: HW-55271-BBR

We love the stepped detail around the center panel, which makes this classic Shaker-style door something a little extra special.

Clean-lined dark hardware is a bold accent.
On the front porch of a historic Southern home, a leisurely summer evening means a cool glass of iced tea and quiet conversations with old friends. The Manor Collection brings that relaxed charm to your home with its timeless style and modern comforts.
VINTAGE NOIR

We paired our rich, deep Smoke finish with vintage patterned tile for a striking contrast. Complete the set with a matching mirror, linen cabinets, and open shelves.

THIS SANCTUARY: Logan (inset) cherry Smoke I
A. Plumbing Drawer I B. Framed Mirror with Ledge
Just like great-grandma’s pearls, this furniture-look collection has the timeless and effortless style that will endure for years to come.

HEIRLOOM BEAUTY, UPDATED FUNCTIONALITY

We placed plumbing drawers strategically to maximize usable space, giving this vanity the look of an antique bureau with modern, smooth-gliding drawers.
TAILORED TO YOUR SPACE
Plentiful, apothecary-style drawers, decorative moldings, and furniture-look feet give this collection antique charm with effortless functionality.

SELECT YOUR CONFIGURATION
Whether your dream bath calls for a small single vanity that looks like an upcycled nightstand or a large, traditional linen cabinet, Manor has a configuration to match.

SELECT YOUR STYLE
Choose from 18 of our most popular inset door styles in a multitude of wood and finish combinations. Here’s just a few of the possibilities: see your Yorktowne designer for all options.
We give you a variety of options to create a furniture piece that is uniquely yours. Here are some ways we paired different configurations to achieve one-of-a-kind looks.

**WARM CHARACTER**

Timeless inset drawers underscore the classic bureau look.

**CASUAL CALM**

A simple Shaker-style door keeps your bath looking fresh.

---

**INSET DOOR: Belfast**
cherry Peppercorn
Ebony Glaze and Highlight
HARDWARE: HW-55318-D0B

We used this soft gray Peppercorn stain with Ebony highlights to emphasize the details of this door style.

Solid black bar pulls are a straightforward finishing touch.

**INSET DOOR: Langdon**
maple Divinity Classic
HARDWARE: HW-55319-PN

We give you a variety of options to create a furniture piece that is uniquely yours.

Clean, classic hardware ties it all together.

Soft white paint is always in style.
As the sun sets, your stellar style lights up the night. The Studio Collection brings that same radiant sophistication to your home to create a calming minimalist oasis.
MODERN WARMTH

Sleek acrylic slab doors in a serene gray give this bath a cool, Scandinavian feel.

THIS SANCTUARY: Gibson acrylic Charcoal Gray | A. High Gloss Acrylic
B. Wine Cube Shelving and Under Cabinet Lighting
You wouldn’t dream of stepping out for the evening before checking that your shoes are shined and your cuffs are straight—the bathroom you get ready in should be as smart and refined as you are.

HIGH TECH, HIGH STYLE

Keep your space neat as a pin with dedicated space for each item, and make sure you look as dashing and debonair as ever with integrated lighting behind the mirror and under the vanity.
TAILORED TO YOUR SPACE

Studio’s frameless construction gives you unique style and material options not otherwise available in Yorktowne, including slab, acrylic, thermofoil, and specialty veneer styles.

SELECT YOUR CONFIGURATION

A carefully engineered French cleat hanging system gives this collection its signature floating look—no matter what the size, it’ll hang securely.

SELECT YOUR STYLE

Choose from 17 of our most popular frameless door styles in a multitude of material and finish combinations. Here’s just a few of the possibilities: see your Yorktowne designer for all options.
We give you a variety of options to create a furniture piece that is uniquely yours. Here are some ways we paired different configurations to achieve one-of-a-kind looks.

**CLASSIC RICHNESS**

The Studio collection isn’t limited to modern styling! We paired a deep chocolatey finish and a timeless door style for a luxurious vibe.

**NATURAL CONTRAST**

A sleek, slab-style door in an unexpected texture makes for eye-catching contrast. We love how textured melamine gives a rough-hewn, natural look to a modern door style.

---

**FRAMELESS DOOR:** Pike’s Peak textured melamine Driftwood  
**HARDWARE:** HW-40517-ORB

**FRAMELESS DOOR:** Mission Flat Panel cherry Espresso  
**HARDWARE:** HW-55365-GPH

Linear, modern hardware allows the finish to shine.

Solid drawer pulls keep the look grounded.
Renovating the home that’s been in your family for generations is no easy task, but creating a space for new memories is worth the effort. The Colonial Collection offers that timeless charm that will endure for years to come.
QUAINT AND COZY

Warm Macchiato paint provides an updated twist on tradition when paired with beaded doors.

THIS SANCTUARY: Higgins Beaded Panel maple Harbor
Mist Dry Brush | A. Door Organization | B. Custom Tub Surround
BRING IT ALL TOGETHER

Extended stiles and matching paneling on the bathtub give this cabinetry a classic built-in look.

It takes a lot of elbow grease to transform an old home, but you take pride in the achievements that come from hard work.
TAILORED TO YOUR SPACE

Timeless half overlay doors and an integrated toe kick valance bring simple elegance to your home.

SELECT YOUR CONFIGURATION

Eight classic configurations are the perfect starting point for a heritage home renovation.

SELECT YOUR STYLE

Choose from our most popular half overlay door styles in a multitude of wood and finish combinations. Here’s just a few of the possibilities: see your Yorktowne designer for all options.
We give you a variety of options to create a furniture piece that is uniquely yours. Here are some ways we paired different configurations to achieve one-of-a-kind looks.

**SUBTLE TRANQUILITY**

Soft Chai Latte paint with Pewter Highlight is the perfect meeting point between serene gray and warm beige.

HALF OVERLAY DOOR: **Higgins Raised Panel** maple Smoke
HARDWARE: HW-55344-G10

With a subtle arched door style, this vanity adds relaxed beauty to a peaceful space.

**STRAIGHTFORWARD SIMPLICITY**

For a look that'll always be striking, we paired this traditional raised panel door with our bold Smoke finish.

HALF OVERLAY DOOR: **Durango Reverse Raised Panel** maple Chai Latte Pewter Highlight
HARDWARE: HW-55311-DOB

Rich oil-rubbed bronze hardware is a simple accent.

Uniquely-shaped silver handles add a little shine.
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AMERICAN PRIDE. A LIFETIME TRADITION.

Like your family, the Elkay family has values and traditions that endure. For almost a century, Elkay has been an American-owned and operated company, providing thousands of jobs that support our families and communities.
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